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The purpose of the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template, or VPAT™, is to assist Federal contracting officials and other buyers in making 
preliminary assessments regarding the availability of commercial “Electronic and Information Technology” products and services with features that 
support accessibility. It is assumed and recommended that offerors will provide additional contact information to facilitate more detailed inquiries by 
government purchasers.

Veritas supports the U.S. Government's efforts to increase access to electronic and information technology (E&IT) for the disabled. Veritas, upon 
request, can provide Voluntary Product Accessibility Templates (VPATs) to demonstrate accessibility. Veritas does not certify that its software 
products, services or appliance solutions are compliant with the Rehabilitation Act, Section 508 requirements.

The first table of the Template provides a summary view of the Section 508 Standards. The subsequent tables provide more detailed views of each 
subsection. There are three columns in each table. Column one of the Summary Table describes the subsections of subparts B and C of the 
Standards. The second column describes the supporting features of the product or refers you to the corresponding detailed table, e.g., “equivalent 
facilitation." The third column contains any additional remarks and explanations regarding the product. In the subsequent tables, the first column 
contains the lettered paragraphs of the subsections. The second column describes the supporting features of the product with regard to that 
paragraph. The third column contains any additional remarks and explanations regarding the product.

For questions or support with this Veritas VPAT please contact: VPAT.support@veritas.com Please include specific Product Name and Version 
Number within your inquiry.
Product

Product  Information:

Product Full Name, Suite, Bundle, Platform & Acronym  
(ex. NetBackUp = NBU, IT Management Suite = ITMS): Product Current Version Number :

Product Previous / Last / Most Recent Release Version Number: Type of Product Release:

Additional Products Included in this Bundle, Suite or Platform   
(ex. ITMS includes Asset, Server & Client Management Suites:

Product Modules, OS, APP, Add-On or Sub-component list 
all included and assessed  (ex. Win / Unix / Mac / other):
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Please review the "VPAT Terms" below before completing the form details: 
  
Supports = Use this language when you determine the product fully meets the letter and intent of the Criteria. 
  
Supports with Exceptions = Use this language when you determine the product does not fully meet the letter and intent of the Criteria, but 
provides some level of access relative to the Criteria. 
  
Supports through Equivalent Facilitation = Use this language when you have identified an Alternate way to meet the intent of the Criteria or 
when the product does not fully meet the intent of the Criteria. 
  
Supports when combined with Compatible AT = Use this language when you determine the product fully meets the letter and intent of the 
Criteria when used in combination with Compatible AT. For example, many software programs can provide speech output when combined with a 
compatible screen reader (commonly used assistive technology for people who are blind). 
  
Does not Support = Use this language when you determine the product does not meet the letter or intent of the Criteria. 
  
Not Applicable = Use this language when you determine that the Criteria do not apply to the specific product. 
  
Not Applicable - Fundamental Alteration Exception Applies  = Use this language when you determine a Fundamental Alteration of the product 
would be required to meet the Criteria (see the U.S. Access Board Standards for the definition of "fundamental Alteration").

Summary Table

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks & Explanations

Section 1194.21 Software Applications and 
Operating Systems 

  

Section 1194.22 Web-based Internet 
Information and Applications  

  

Section 1194.23 Telecommunications 
Products 

  

Section 1194.24 Video and Multi-media 
Products 

  

Section 1194.25 Self-Contained, Closed 
Products 

  

Section 1194.26 Desktop and Portable 
Computers 

  

Section 1194.31 Functional Performance 
Criteria 

  

Section 1194.41 Information, 
Documentation and Support
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Section 1194.21 Software Applications and Operating Systems – Detail

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks & Explanations

(a) When software is designed to run on a 
system that has a keyboard, product 
functions shall be executable from a 
keyboard where the function itself or the 
result of performing a function can be 
discerned textually.

  

(b) Applications shall not disrupt or disable 
activated features of other products that are 
identified as accessibility features, where 
those features are developed and 
documented according to industry 
standards. Applications also shall not 
disrupt or disable activated features of any 
operating system that are identified as 
accessibility features where the application 
programming interface for those 
accessibility features has been documented 
by the manufacturer of the operating 
system and is available to the product 
developer.

  

(c) A well-defined on-screen indication of 
the current focus shall be provided that 
moves among interactive interface 
elements as the input focus changes. The 
focus shall be programmatically exposed so 
that Assistive Technology can track focus 
and focus changes.

  

(d) Sufficient information about a user 
interface element including the identity, 
operation and state of the element shall be 
available to Assistive Technology. When an 
image represents a program element, the 
information conveyed by the image must 
also be available in text.

  

(e) When bitmap images are used to 
identify controls, status indicators, or other 
programmatic elements, the meaning 
assigned to those images shall be 
consistent throughout an application's 
performance.
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(f) Textual information shall be provided 
through operating system functions for 
displaying text. The minimum information 
that shall be made available is text content, 
text input caret location, and text attributes.

  

(g) Applications shall not override user 
selected contrast and color selections and 
other individual display attributes.

  

(h) When animation is displayed, the 
information shall be displayable in at least 
one non-animated presentation mode at the 
option of the user.

  

(i) Color coding shall not be used as the 
only means of conveying information, 
indicating an action, prompting a response, 
or distinguishing a visual element.

  

(j) When a product permits a user to adjust 
color and contrast settings, a variety of 
color selections capable of producing a 
range of contrast levels shall be provided.

  

(k) Software shall not use flashing or 
blinking text, objects, or other elements 
having a flash or blink frequency greater 
than 2 Hz and lower than 55 Hz.
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(l) When electronic forms are used, the 
form shall allow people using Assistive 
Technology to access the information, field 
elements, and functionality required for 
completion and submission of the form, 
including all directions and cues.

  

Section 1194.22 Web-based Internet Information and Applications  - Detail

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks & Explanations

(a) A text equivalent for every non-text 
element shall be provided (e.g., via "alt", 
"longdesc", or in element content).

  

(b) Equivalent alternatives for any 
multimedia presentation shall be 
synchronized with the presentation.

  

(c) Web pages shall be designed so that all 
information conveyed with color is also 
available without color, for example from 
context or markup.

  

(d) Documents shall be organized so they 
are readable without requiring an 
associated style sheet.

  

(e) Redundant text links shall be provided 
for each active region of a server-side 
image map.
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(f) Client-side image maps shall be 
provided instead of server-side image maps 
except where the regions cannot be defined 
with an available geometric shape.

  

(g) Row and column headers shall be 
identified for data tables.

  

(h) Markup shall be used to associate data 
cells and header cells for data tables that 
have two or more logical levels of row or 
column headers.

  

(i) Frames shall be titled with text that 
facilitates frame identification and 
navigation

  

(j) Pages shall be designed to avoid 
causing the screen to flicker with a 
frequency greater than 2 Hz and lower than 
55 Hz.

  

(k) A text-only page, with equivalent 
information or functionality, shall be 
provided to make a web site comply with 
the provisions of this part, when compliance 
cannot be accomplished in any other way. 
The content of the text-only page shall be 
updated whenever the primary page 
changes.
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(l) When pages utilize scripting languages 
to display content, or to create interface 
elements, the information provided by the 
script shall be identified with functional text 
that can be read by Assistive Technology.

  

(m) When a web page requires that an 
applet, plug-in or other application be 
present on the client system to interpret 
page content, the page must provide a link 
to a plug-in or applet that complies with 
§1194.21(a) through (l). 

  

(n) When electronic forms are designed to 
be completed on-line, the form shall allow 
people using Assistive Technology to 
access the information, field elements, and 
functionality required for completion and 
submission of the form, including all 
directions and cues. 

  

(o) A method shall be provided that permits 
users to skip repetitive navigation links. 

  

(p) When a timed response is required, the 
user shall be alerted and given sufficient 
time to indicate more time is required. 

  

Section 1194.23 Telecommunications Products – Detail

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks & Explanations
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(a) Telecommunications products or 
systems which provide a function allowing 
voice communication and which do not 
themselves provide a TTY functionality shall 
provide a standard non-acoustic connection 
point for TTYs. Microphones shall be 
capable of being turned on and off to allow 
the user to intermix speech with TTY use.

  

(b) Telecommunications products which 
include voice communication functionality 
shall support all commonly used cross-
manufacturer non-proprietary standard TTY 
signal protocols.

  

(c) Voice mail, auto-attendant, and 
interactive voice response 
telecommunications systems shall be 
usable by TTY users with their TTYs.

  

(d) Voice mail, messaging, auto-attendant, 
and interactive voice response 
telecommunications systems that require a 
response from a user within a time interval, 
shall give an alert when the time interval is 
about to run out, and shall provide sufficient 
time for the user to indicate more time is 
required.

  

(e) Where provided, caller identification and 
similar telecommunications functions shall 
also be available for users of TTYs, and for 
users who cannot see displays.

  

(f) For transmitted voice signals, 
telecommunications products shall provide 
a gain adjustable up to a minimum of 20 
dB. For incremental volume control, at least 
one intermediate step of 12 dB of gain shall 
be provided.
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(g) If the telecommunications product 
allows a user to adjust the receive volume, 
a function shall be provided to automatically 
reset the volume to the default level after 
every use.

  

(h) Where a telecommunications product 
delivers output by an audio transducer 
which is normally held up to the ear, a 
means for effective magnetic wireless 
coupling to hearing technologies shall be 
provided.

  

(i) Interference to hearing technologies 
(including hearing aids, cochlear implants, 
and assistive listening devices) shall be 
reduced to the lowest possible level that 
allows a user of hearing technologies to 
utilize the telecommunications product.

  

(j) Products that transmit or conduct 
information or communication, shall pass 
through cross-manufacturer, non-
proprietary, industry-standard codes, 
translation protocols, formats or other 
information necessary to provide the 
information or communication in a usable 
format. Technologies which use encoding, 
signal compression, format transformation, 
or similar techniques shall not remove 
information needed for access or shall 
restore it upon delivery.

  

(k)(1) Products which have mechanically 
operated controls or keys shall comply with 
the following: Controls and Keys shall be 
tactilely discernible without activating the 
controls or keys.

  

(k)(2) Products which have mechanically 
operated controls or keys shall comply with 
the following: Controls and Keys shall be 
operable with one hand and shall not 
require tight grasping, pinching, twisting of 
the wrist. The force required to activate 
controls and keys shall be 5 lbs. (22.2N) 
maximum.
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(k)(3) Products which have mechanically 
operated controls or keys shall comply with 
the following: If key repeat is supported, the 
delay before repeat shall be adjustable to at 
least 2 seconds. Key repeat rate shall be 
adjustable to 2 seconds per character.

  

(k)(4) Products which have mechanically 
operated controls or keys shall comply with 
the following: The status of all locking or 
toggle controls or keys shall be visually 
discernible, and discernible either through 
touch or sound.

  

Section 1194.24 Video and Multi-media Products  – Detail

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks & Explanations

a) All analog television displays 13 inches 
and larger, and computer equipment that 
includes analog television receiver or 
display circuitry, shall be equipped with 
caption decoder circuitry which 
appropriately receives, decodes, and 
displays closed captions from broadcast, 
cable, videotape, and DVD signals. As soon 
as practicable, but not later than July 1, 
2002, widescreen digital television (DTV) 
displays measuring at least 7.8 inches 
vertically, DTV sets with conventional 
displays measuring at least 13 inches 
vertically, and stand-alone DTV tuners, 
whether or not they are marketed with 
display screens, and computer equipment 
that includes DTV receiver or display 
circuitry, shall be equipped with caption 
decoder circuitry which appropriately 
receives, decodes, and displays closed 
captions from broadcast, cable, videotape, 
and DVD signals

  

(b) Television tuners, including tuner cards 
for use in computers, shall be equipped 
with secondary audio program playback 
circuitry.
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(c) All training and informational video and 
multimedia productions which support the 
agency's mission, regardless of format, that 
contain speech or other audio information 
necessary for the comprehension of the 
content, shall be open or closed captioned.

  

(d) All training and informational video and 
multimedia productions which support the 
agency's mission, regardless of format, that 
contain visual information necessary for the 
comprehension of the content, shall be 
audio described.

  

(e) Display or presentation of alternate text 
presentation or audio descriptions shall be 
user-selectable unless permanent.

  

Section 1194.25 Self-Contained, Closed Products   – Detail

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks & Explanations

(a) Self contained products shall be usable 
by people with disabilities without requiring 
an end-user to attach Assistive Technology 
to the product. Personal headsets for 
private listening are not Assistive 
Technology.

  

(b) When a timed response is required, the 
user shall be alerted and given sufficient 
time to indicate more time is required.
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(c) Where a product utilizes touchscreens 
or contact-sensitive controls, an input 
method shall be provided that complies with 
§1194.23 (k) (1) through (4).

  

(d) When biometric forms of user 
identification or control are used, an 
alternative form of identification or 
activation, which does not require the user 
to possess particular biological 
characteristics, shall also be provided.

  

(e) When products provide auditory output, 
the audio signal shall be provided at a 
standard signal level through an industry 
standard connector that will allow for private 
listening. The product must provide the 
ability to interrupt, pause, and restart the 
audio at anytime.

  

(f) When products deliver voice output in a 
public area, incremental volume control 
shall be provided with output amplification 
up to a level of at least 65 dB. Where the 
ambient noise level of the environment is 
above 45 dB, a volume gain of at least 20 
dB above the ambient level shall be user 
selectable. A function shall be provided to 
automatically reset the volume to the 
default level after every use.

  

(g) Color coding shall not be used as the 
only means of conveying information, 
indicating an action, prompting a response, 
or distinguishing a visual element.

  

(h) When a product permits a user to adjust 
color and contrast settings, a range of color 
selections capable of producing a variety of 
contrast levels shall be provided.
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(i) Products shall be designed to avoid 
causing the screen to flicker with a 
frequency greater than 2 Hz and lower than 
55 Hz.

  

(j) (1) Products which are freestanding, 
non-portable, and intended to be used in 
one location and which have operable 
controls shall comply with the following: The 
position of any operable control shall be 
determined with respect to a vertical plane, 
which is 48 inches in length, centered on 
the operable control, and at the maximum 
protrusion of the product within the 48 inch 
length on products which are freestanding, 
non-portable, and intended to be used in 
one location and which have operable 
controls.

  

(j)(2) Products which are freestanding, non-
portable, and intended to be used in one 
location and which have operable controls 
shall comply with the following: Where any 
operable control is 10 inches or less behind 
the reference plane, the height shall be 54 
inches maximum and 15 inches minimum 
above the floor.

  

(j)(3) Products which are freestanding, non-
portable, and intended to be used in one 
location and which have operable controls 
shall comply with the following: Where any 
operable control is more than 10 inches and 
not more than 24 inches behind the 
reference plane, the height shall be 46 
inches maximum and 15 inches minimum 
above the floor.

  

(j)(4) Products which are freestanding, non-
portable, and intended to be used in one 
location and which have operable controls 
shall comply with the following: Operable 
controls shall not be more than 24 inches 
behind the reference plane.

  

Section 1194.26 Desktop and Portable Computers   – Detail

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks & Explanations
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(a) All mechanically operated controls and 
keys shall comply with §1194.23 (k) (1) 
through (4).

(b) If a product utilizes touchscreens or 
touch-operated controls, an input method 
shall be provided that complies with 
§1194.23 (k) (1) through (4).

(c) When biometric forms of user 
identification or control are used, an 
alternative form of identification or 
activation, which does not require the user 
to possess particular biological 
characteristics, shall also be provided.

(d) Where provided, at least one of each 
type of expansion slots, ports and 
connectors shall comply with publicly 
available industry standards

Section 1194.31 Functional Performance Criteria   – Detail

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks & Explanations

(a) At least one mode of operation and 
information retrieval that does not require 
user vision shall be provided, or support for 
Assistive Technology used by people who 
are blind or visually impaired shall be 
provided.
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(b) At least one mode of operation and 
information retrieval that does not require 
visual acuity greater than 20/70 shall be 
provided in audio and enlarged print output 
working together or independently, or 
support for Assistive Technology used by 
people who are visually impaired shall be 
provided.

(c) At least one mode of operation and 
information retrieval that does not require 
user hearing shall be provided, or support 
for Assistive Technology used by people 
who are deaf or hard of hearing shall be 
provided

(d) Where audio information is important for 
the use of a product, at least one mode of 
operation and information retrieval shall be 
provided in an enhanced auditory fashion, 
or support for assistive hearing devices 
shall be provided.

(e) At least one mode of operation and 
information retrieval that does not require 
user speech shall be provided, or support 
for Assistive Technology used by people 
with disabilities shall be provided.

(f) At least one mode of operation and 
information retrieval that does not require 
fine motor control or simultaneous actions 
and that is operable with limited reach and 
strength shall be provided.

Section 1194.41 Information, Documentation and Support   – Detail

Criteria Supporting Features Remarks & Explanations
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(a) Product support documentation 
provided to end-users shall be made 
available in alternate formats upon request, 
at no additional charge.

(b) End-users shall have access to a 
description of the accessibility and 
compatibility features of products in 
alternate formats or alternate methods upon 
request, at no additional charge.

(c) Support services for products shall 
accommodate the communication needs of 
end-users with disabilities.

For questions or support with this Veritas VPAT please contact: VPAT.support@veritas.com 
Please include specific Product Name and Version Number within your inquiry.
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	dropdownfield_*XPAqGIiH4X4CymEyT7hSQ: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_yG6h88mq2lPM3url5kSb-Q: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_4gQgtWo4zO1*C2Eh6pwiaw: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_ZCFKqL-MW1-JdqRRI7OYrA: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_uxUUKKbEDXALM65AR4pn9w: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_UFx*zPg-dH9w1Wr7s-qQSA: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_n8fXYC*2JED67CMzXuPRog: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_56fxgzLV0hHRjOHr5GJG1Q: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_uvBxnEEns0fCsLKanjlQsg: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_D9AyTTVu7ff0-OOfWsB7Og: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_0M97LNFLzC5Btb07IFyKCg: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_qrbVRMUxxAK3WICKeT1kbA: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_gjZfyfjYrDuFnmGnkykoug: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_WiBg0Arxh79LaxqlDhtlzA: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_lpsaZZFBuWdyJG8NdPU2pg: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_SmK5TmkxiEHsshF-SW-4-g: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_DHhCFsQJIWfXE*sLcC4*Cg: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_GyaTQgwE*YWb77fYP6CZgQ: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_8j53*7rF8p68T7*HC6wEqg: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_Pc-HIORlx7DL88NGHRgX7A: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_x9pjZioBbEFb*JE0he4tGA: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_LZ4bqGTDEBa0uhCZtD9DEQ: VIOM - Product does not fall in this product category.
	dropdownfield_SNIhVNXDc4xA4nzOCjpgsw: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_cs6RUqXGBVfjRVIWVqUSkA: VIOM (NA) - Only confirmation or navigation is required from the end user (Ok/Next/Prev/Cancel). There is no time limit for the responsevDMP - No inputs on Web UI or Desktop Client are time bound.VPI installer shows installation time in terms of % complete
	dropdownfield_wWCL2IQoql2z2zxOfiDgQQ: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_9RGWFwLmldG00QHijLj3vg: VIOM (Does not support) - Skip links not provided on the page.vDMP (Supports) - Users are not required to go through repetitive links while navigating 
	dropdownfield_D7pdbsC5Nkuhhzws*JH19A: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_8KYojQ*oTZOzHdQNQ7UvOg: VIOM - Some input forms/wizards will need changesvDMP (NA) - There are no electronic forms to be filled in with any VxDMP client.
	dropdownfield_wc9didnZbzFVtkpOUUSUCA: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_Tam5dh0tEsRdK-8JTpI6Vg: VIOM (NA) - No applets or plugins needed.vDMP (Suppots) - The link to download adobe flash player is provided if it is not installed on the client machine.
	dropdownfield_2i8L*txLyjKTvxZYFJe8gg: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_nkNz2Qg8JnQtVTjv-khSlA: VIOM - Does not supportvDMP - The DMP console installer is read partially by Jaws software. However there are some controls in VxDMP tab which are not readable through assistive technology.
	dropdownfield_QjiDt3qVM7KD9TS7kTI*LQ: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_b1PUNM2fwU3Fc8St-IAP-A: VIOM - No need for an alternative page. The main pages are compliant.vDMP - There is no text only page in this application.
	dropdownfield_N5xkU5d08UhnTa73mY7fNA: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_UAfQE9yR24so4C2B5yX98g: VIOM - No part of the application causes the screen to flicker.
	dropdownfield_Omp3OD5R6cNYaTmFw-2o0A: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_5u5xKkJcUDowo5ciJkTkvw: VIOM - NAvDMP (Support with Exceptions) - SmartPool utilization tabs need frame identification 
	dropdownfield_RiV1LibdNe2i2gozbGmi4A: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_7F*Vqk665Kb5E5vqAskCLw: VIOM - Supports.vDMP (Supports with Exceptions) - The table rows and columns are highlighted properly. Currently the tables do not markup individual cells
	dropdownfield_7b-c9iFlvZ0bTsZSGfbrzA: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_zSdgBSOoh7ngWKCtid7F4A: vDMP - All the tables have column headings.
	dropdownfield_4tCfavOS7ibhGhrZyO2TKg: [Supports]
	Column1_nPHiV2MAokwVmSHb3jDySQ: VIOM (NA) - Navigation is via text based links.vDMP (Supports) - DMP architectural diagram is provided in the home view.
	dropdownfield_HuswniRQHWaDmEMp41SgnA: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_DEFrjXhgINaaW0CvsxXwWA: VIOM - NAvDMP (Supports) - Redundant  hyper links are provided at enclosure & device level  
	dropdownfield_4CKehMyY65Ggs4x2mj9**g: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_rUF75Jpt8G2uuyFdWS8CRA: VIOM - All Install, Admin guides are in PDF formatvDMP - All Install, Admin guides, release notes   in PDF format
	dropdownfield_GJYjgkk0wo8AC3YWuemdnA: [Supports]
	Column1_jbHDb8*9*Y-QMnz39YJkMw: VIOM - does not supportvDMP - Supports
	dropdownfield_mL0bZLvUilKbbx6soxhp*w: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_E34ZkCtocHVJJXweT6cGbA: VIOM - Multimedia presentation absent in the application
	dropdownfield_aFsrGYo28F3UlQVYs1MuAA: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_A3wsikZUXNwrPpeSFLzXcQ: 
	dropdownfield_a8jUBBkF3qI2ASmLgvUQuw: [Supports]
	Column1_uROJ6zOE*3suVyaRB0s47g: VIOM - Some input forms/wizards will need changesvDMP (NA) - There are no electronic forms to be filled in with any VxDMP client.
	dropdownfield_61oH4PiblK3HbKX6ElxEIg: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_Ow64NSMCz7YLvvdBN8iswg: VIOM - Do not have any flashing/blinking text in UIvDMP - Do not have any flashing/blinking text in UI
	dropdownfield_tO4IzJd*rzOiKclB4JUYzA: [Supports]
	Column1_fvP-y3THzzb-JZxsT7V6nA: VIOM - No color/contrast setting adjustments permitted.
	dropdownfield_V6SgL8*q7jmxtX1gq5qm8w: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_iZgbESfrveCCVpxxUmYbNQ: VIOM (does not support) - Text not provided in all color codingvDMP - To convey information used color coding as well as textual representation. Tool-tips and legends are provided where ever required.
	dropdownfield_3BLMd*GVS-8yDVo4IG7oVw: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_2r4NSkojwaW6V8PKZ*bglA: VIOM - No option providedvDMP - The VPI animation does not display the information about it in textual mode.
	dropdownfield_Z3RsEmyuLsMiQOhvWR*4aQ: [Does not Support]
	Column1_oT9de8F4XndCSeDoFBrR9Q: VIOM (NA) - Yes, do not override the user settingsvDMP (Supports) - The product does  not override the user settings like Color scheme, color quality, Screen resolution, windows xp & classic styles
	dropdownfield_Dv*YnJL*DHIrITxvBk2-pQ: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_YDScOJ-tMgWhuJbvVwy6DQ: VIOM (NA) - Product is web based. Does not perform operations or take input at the OS level.vDMP - Supports
	dropdownfield_*Nl8oCiJEqD-9Q-h4BeK3g: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_RIhyg1j0yZVN2oydeL35Og: VIOM - Color may be inconsistentvDMP - The bitmap images used for SSD, enclosure, HBA, Luns, Array ports, paths & various states like connected, disconnected, degraded has consistent meaning all over the VXDMP UI (Desktop and Web client)
	dropdownfield_fHlBSzAaemarNGyV*rUTaw: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_QbOJ5yPxbl5ybgF*A1Q3zg: VIOM - Text not available on all imagesvDMP - Tooltip for refresh , view log & settings, graphical view & tabular view are visible. Tooltips for smartpool utilization are also available.Some user interface elements do not have sufficient information with respect to their context of operation
	dropdownfield_5GHyL1NDfcPcQD2TcjX2aA: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_gzvOIKZtB4M8wFzeDKZq2w: VIOM - Few wizards not have focus on objects vDMP - Refresh, logs button and  configuration tab button are not accessible with keyboard both with desktop and web clientSSD card container frame associated operations do not get input focus.Virtual Machine container frame do not get input focus.Enclosure individual disks do not get input focusHelp button on various dialogs does not have input focus.
	dropdownfield_CcjAPXTnc4lY3Do*13*sJA: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_BeDU3nNn9u9M8zm6kZQYqA: VIOM - No disrupts and disabled activated features on other products includes OS as well.vDMP - No disrupts and disabled activated features on other products includes OS as well.
	dropdownfield_5UhIimj2vgzrNZZEbxZcrg: [Supports]
	Column1_FX1IZM5Z-1mly*BsisK8NQ: VIOM - does not supportvDMP - For DMP Console and CLI Installer there are no issues found with keyboard supportability.Refresh, logs button and  configuration tab button are not accessible with keyboard both with desktop and web clientRight Click operation menu & setting / tunable not functional using keyboardCheck-box selection on various dialogs is not functional using keyboard
	dropdownfield_C5x0riunrs44jGDw*TmGTQ: [Supports With Exceptions]
	Column1_3LWPvM5yhwkgfdk9dCaCFg: VIOM - Need documents which list the accessibility and compatibility features of the product.
	dropdownfield_CKYvACleXoImdRT84jTSFw: [Supports with Exceptions]
	Column1_fSdejn8KhTICImpvQkDXFQ: VIOM - Fully supported
	dropdownfield_LNjQmLS37pWE*WFC9lNcWA: [Supports]
	Column1_KMAlG6hd9wU6JzMqUQfMtQ: VIOM - Product does not fall in this category.
	dropdownfield_M-5mdwMZBmtMCdvEtkAZEw: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_lYb63LgGn*tCygzdsBMCCQ: VIOM - Product does not fall in this category.
	dropdownfield_cIOGUZxu9eMONt2aXmsdZA: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_YshIYuw5fmWeaB9QvZ7g7Q: VIOM - Product does not fall in this category.
	dropdownfield_PD9RwF5QBD2Q6SV1PSFw3g: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_oqK-BtlOIxgrz16aYOrnUQ: VIOM - Product does not fall in this category.
	dropdownfield_fvXf9Cj936UzEBFfJ5TPHg: [Not Applicable]
	Column1_slTJuOCgcZLEK*Sq-g1dFg: VIOM - Some minor changes are still needed to achieve full support. More details inside the section.vDMP - For DMP Console and CLI Installer there are no issues found with keyboard supportability.Refresh, logs button and  configuration tab button are not accessible with keyboard both with desktop and web clientRight Click operation menu & setting / tunable not functional using keyboardCheck-box selection on various dialogs is not functional using keyboard
	dropdownfield_avtSh0*makLjoujA24SBNQ: [Supports with Exceptions]
	Column1_l9GlTVVPZHQHGKHoJE0L6A: VIOM - Some minor changes are still needed to achieve full support. More details inside the section.
	dropdownfield_P1bJDDiTNKazezd-UPYCpQ: [Supports with Exceptions]
	Product Modules, OS, APP, Add-_6wVe5yLh2ZufbPhkNuGxWw: Veritas InfoScale Operations Manager 7.1 (VIOM)Veritas DMP for VMware Console (vDMP)
	Additional Products Included i_79mGJAmHzU0rFJMfh58URQ: Veritas InfoScale Foundation Linux 7.1Veritas InfoScale Availability Linux 7.1Veritas InfoScale Storage Linux 7.1Veritas InfoScale Enterprise Linux 7.1 Veritas InfoScale Foundation Unix 7.1Veritas InfoScale Availability Unix 7.1Veritas InfoScale Storage Unix 7.1Veritas InfoScale Enterprise Unix 7.1
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